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First Things First
Letter from the editor From the Mann Himself
By Nicholas Weber Mystery:  What we are
Concord Editor-in- Chief By John Mann
dvent is a time that always flies by for me. I don't know
Seminary pastor
how to hold onto the time as it flies by. Every year, I hit the was tempted to submit an article for this
December projects, papers and finals, and, before I know edition that just said, " It is a mystery to
what hit me, I'm flying home and it's Christmas. In the bustle of me." Which it is, by the way. Then I went
the season ( which, for me, has nothing to do with shopping or get to the dictionary. The Oxford English Dic-
ting the house ready) it is all too easy to miss Advent. However, my tionary says that mystery is " something that
lament is not unique; in fact, you can open almost any Christian or is difficult or impossible to explain." Then it
non- Christian publication, blog or other media and see the same offers two additional definitions that come
complaint: " We' re losing the reason for the season!" or" Commer-   closer to our seminary home. They are: the
cialism is crushing the soul ofAmerica!" or" I wish I could just relax."   secret rites of an ancient or tribal religion
Doctors tell us that this is one of the most stressful times of the year,     and a religious belief based on divine revelation. So we are con-
and many churches prepare to host" Blue Christmas" events for those nected with mystery from our very roots. ( You wouldn' t know
who are having a particularly difficult year. In the midst of this, we it by the way we often speak with such certainty around here.)
are consistently reminded of the economy( I have written that hated More than that, we are actually an incarnation of that mystery if
word too much this year) and what we don't have. you take the dictionary literally. A second definition of the word says
Still, these complaints and admonitions, while quite real, miss mystery is a handicraft or trade. The origin given for that is from the
the point. The season centers on the coming ofJesus Christ, not on Latin ministerium:" ministry." So we are mystery folk wandering in
our disillusionment. In Advent, we prepare, yes, but the reality of the world.
the story is that Christ comes not because of our preparation, but in When I moved from my second to third parish calls, my spiritual
spite of it. After all, Christ came to a world prepared and preparing director (a Josephite nun) said that in moving from St. John's to
for a messiah— but preparing in the completely opposite way than it Trinity, I was moving into the heart of mystery. Little did I know
should have and preparing for the wrong kind of person. The Israel-    how right she was. We who are Christian dwell among the mysteries.
ites were getting ready for a warrior king, the next Judah Maccabee.    We currently prepare for the mystery of the incarnation. The passion
They were hoping for the overthrow of their Roman oppressors. They and death of Jesus are full of mystery. The greatest mystery of the
were hoping for might but got a weak baby. They were hoping for an second article of the Creed is surely resurrection. And then there is,
earthly kingdom; they got a guy preaching a heavenly one.       as Sister Virginia said, the Trinity. Creator, Redeemer and Sanctifier,
Even when Advent doesn' t receive the attention that we wish to three persons in One— it is great mystery. We are, by Jesus' prayer in
give it, Christ comes. In fact, Christ comes to us in spite of our all-    John 17, woven into that mystery as was Mary and all who faithfully
too- often misdirected preparations. To paraphrase Ephesians," While follow. One Body, one enormous mystery.
we were still sinners, Christ came and died for us." Why on earth Though we often articulate faith here as though we understand, we
would God do this for us?` This is indeed a mystery.       live in the heart of mystery. And the truth is that whenever we try to
Our writers this month tackle the theme of mystery from a variety simplify or concretize it( for ourselves or others), we do it injustice.
ofhelpful angles. Christoffer Ahlback masterfully notes some of the Perhaps as the mystics long have known, what mystery calls for is
mistakes we can make when dealing with the issue on page 9. Jea-    simply silent awe. So my initial impulse might have been right. Mys-
nette Bidne discusses some of the things one can learn through the tery is silence and reverent reflection in empty space.
mystery of Holy Communion. Several of our writers write on one of
the most mysterious things of all: the incarnation.
This Advent, may you remember Christ's incarnation for you, and IS,rnonth`xouer ptToto taytaff photographer Amber
may God strengthen us as we all wait for Christ's reappearingin fStudents Patricia;
glory.    Luft magi,g,the Lord.
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First Things First
Editorial
A mysterious lack of communication
By Nicholas Weber needing to communicate clearly and listen Worse yet, their decisions seem to be
Concord Editor- in- Chief
effectively. Luther Seminary is doing a poor uninformed by student voices. Further, the
ast month, after realizing that the job of communicating with its students and,     student voices seem to carry any weight—
issues surrounding the seminary' s even more problematic, does an even worse from a meeting meant to include students
distribution of money were so compli-    job listening to their wants and needs.   held over Thanksgiving break to the admin-
cated, the Concord staff decided to do some When I arrived here, the cynical wisdom istration's ignorance or neglect of the student
more investigation before running another I received was, " The sooner you accept that concerns listed above by the administration.
editorial. We have solved some mysteries:     the administration doesn' t care about you,    This is inexcusable; as an institution of learn-
for more about the library issues, take a the happier you' ll be." At the time, I consid-    ing that exists to educate students for service
look at page 4 and look at the Concord Case-    ered it hyperbole coming from the mouth in the church, the seminary should commu-
Crackers on page 13 and for other Luther of a worn- out senior. Lately, however, it nicate with students and listen to their needs.
mysteries— revealed! Even so, due to the seems like those in charge are trying their After all, it's as easy as going to the cafeteria
complexity of hunting down financial' infor-    best to fulfill this quip. They have failed to and striking up a conversation.
mation and getting hard figures, we still do communicate needed information such as Perhaps the most pressing thing that the
not know as much as we would like.     why Bockman wasn't renovated, why the seminary needs to communicate is why it
Upon further reflection, it is clear that library project was put on hold, why there seems to be sacrificing the needs of the pres-
the concern isn' t about needing to collect are expensive TVs around, why the execu-    crit, such as library hours and livable student
tons of data( though we still plan to do so),     tive suite received a renovation, and why the residences, on the altar of the future of mar-
it's about Luther Seminary's administration library is closed on Sundays.     keting and" vision."
Letter to the Editor
Mixed messages from the administration
don't know about anyone else on this campus, but I' m finding a were they about? How exactly does handing out flowers to random
huge disconnect between what I' m hearing and what I'm seeing.     students illustrate our gratitude? The same can be said for any of
What I'm hearing:" Your tuition is going up!"     the other ridiculous games and events that happened that day. As
What I'm seeing: Huge, flashy flat-screen TVs placed in random utterly devastated as I would be if we only had 1/ 3 of David Lose, I
areas of Northwestern Hall. somehow feel there are better ways of ensuring us his wholeness( and
What I'm hearing: " We're sorry, but we can't give you as much being quite thankful for it) that don't involve spending money on
financial aid this year because of the tough times and the economy."     preposterous games.
What I'm seeing: Brand-new banners all over campus, sporting As for those flat-screen TVs( which, by the way, I have never seen
Luther Seminary's" new identity"   on aside from one time when there was some sort of conference at
What I'm hearing: "We need to thank our donors for being so our campus), fine, I understand that sometimes a donor wants to see
generous in providing us valuable funds for our educations!"     tangible proof that their money has gone somewhere; no one wants
What I'm seeing: A cotton candy machine, hundreds ofcarnations,     to pay for toilet paper, after all. But why, oh why, was it decided that
many carnival games and, oh yeah, a dunk tank. In November.  the best place for these TVs would be in Northwestern Hall of all
What I didn't see: Any of our donors that we were supposedly places? Last time I checked, no one from the student body gathers in
thanking by, I don't know, wasting their money?  Northwestern Hall on a regular basis aside from classes. Now if only
I'm sorry, but what is going on here? It seems to me that I'm hear-    we had some sort of main student center where we could actually
ing a lot about how scarce money and resources are these days, but utilize the TVs... oh, wait.
when I pair that with what I' m seeing( money being carelessly spent The bottom line is this: I'm just frustrated with the ways in which
on entertainment and our public image), it just doesn't quite add the seminary is choosing to spend its resources. I realize I could be
up•    completely mistaken. Perhaps the dunk tank was free. Maybe the
I think it was the dunk tank at the 3/ 3 Day Celebration that really flowers were going to go bad if they didn't get used. It's possible our
pushed me over the edge. Aside from wondering why on earth we former banners were worn and ripped beyond repair and not doing
rented a dunk tank in the first place and what it had to do with their job, and it would be impossible to continue classes without
being thankful, I just wasn' t sure why the targeted people being them. But it just feels weird to be constantly told that tuition is ris-
dunked were, well, being dunked. I mean, is Dr. Lewis responsible for ing and financial aid is lowering, and all the while we' re throwing
our tuition going up? Or was that even the reason for the dunking?     ourselves extravagant parties and working on our public image so
How does wasting hundreds of our donors' dollars on a dunk tank everyone else can think we're expensive— I mean expansive.
show our appreciation for the donors? And the carnations ... what Seyward Mattson, M.Div. senior
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From the Stacks
Stewart signs off as library director
By Nicholas Weber
Concord Editor- in- Chief very eclectic."     director of university libraries. " It sounds
fter serving here at Luther Semi-       Asked about the highlights of his time at kind of grandiose," he said. But it's indeed a
nary for five years, Library Services Luther, Stewart said, " One of the greatest big job. He' ll oversee all six of Bethel Uni-
Director David Stewart is leaving at pleasures here is working with an versity's libraries nationwide.
the end of December to take a position with excellent staff. ... Even though In Stewart's stead, Paul Daniels,
Bethel University.  I' m the director, I don' t spend seminary archivist and tura-
Stewart grew up in Western Canada and much time going around telling tor, will become Luther's interim
went to seminary and graduate school there.     people what to do— they already library chief. Craig Koester, pro-
He served two churches and then, after know what to do."    f fessor of New Testament, will
receiving a degree in library science, worked He also points to a tangible M serve as library faculty liaison.
at two theological libraries before coming part of his legacy. " This is going To sum up his time at Luther,
to Luther.  to sound facetious but it's really Stewart said," I' d like to thank the
I like the academic side," said Stewart,     not. ... We did add a new book community of Luther Seminary
comparing the rewards of pastoral and drop to the front of the library.   for making me feel so welcome
academic work to those of library work. " I Those things last a generation,"  here, for giving me such a great
also like the workflow side, where you have he said. " It's a small thing but an important opportunity. I've really grown in what I do
tangible, measurable outcomes— how many milestone." here, and I wouldn't trade this experience
books do we add, how many databases do Though faced with budget challenges this for anything. I leave this place with a lot of
we subscribe to, how many classes do we year, Stewart says he's leaving on a good note.     affection and good wishes."
visit— so it seems to suit me very well. It's His new job is a new position at Bethel:
Library Q& A
he Concord also asked outgoing Library Services Director tentage of cuts out of everything except salaries and benefits, which
David Stewart some questions about library budget and we did. And then we were asked to come up with a supplementary,
policies as a follow-up to last month's Q&A about seminary flat amount.
finances. All of us in the library would like all the effects of the cuts to be
invisible. But you can't do that. We cancel subscriptions or we cancel
Could you talk briefly about some budget challenges you faced foreign- language titles, but in a way it makes sense to have some of
this year and what you're doing to cope with those?   the cuts be visible, because it does have an effect. And that's where
Broadly speaking, theological libraries are getting clobbered right we cut back our subscriptions to" popular" periodicals you can find at
now. It's a tough time for two reasons— the most obvious being that the public library. We haven't actually delayed any purchases( books,
a lot of schools are endowment-driven, and money available from periodicals, etc.) but have simply reduced the amount of new materi-
endowments is down right now. The second is that I don't think als we will acquire. And we, with some reluctance, cut the hours on
libraries like this have always had to have the discipline that was Sunday. In response to student inquiries, we are restoring Sunday
necessary to ask probing questions. You get used to a certain budget hours of service for Dec. 6 and 13, from 5 to10 p.m.
trajectory. In that regard, the economy has forced all of us to sharpen
up a bit and say, " OK, we' re in the habit of spending X number of Students have been informed that the library building project
tens of thousands of dollars on this or that— why is that necessary?"    been put on hold. Could you speak about the building process
Or other questions like" How do we balance what we buy in print and how it might come to fruition?
and what we buy electronically?" Especially in a community like The library was identified as a priority the last time the accrediting
Luther where you have a growing number ofonline students, we don't groups came, which was just after I got here in 2004. Every seminary
see these people the as frequently as we see people who live here. So has to have its accreditation renewed every 10 years. Part of the job
that's been an intriguing challenge for us.  of the accreditation team is " Do you have the resources to fulfill
But I want to emphasize: I know all kinds of stories from around what you say your mission is?" The concerns raised here were the
theological librarianship and theological schools where the cuts accessibility of the library and the adequacy of space for growth. So
required have been much more dramatic. I will also say that the that was dealt with in the early versions of the strategic plan and then
budget negotiation process with the ( academic) dean last year was at some point was set aside. I don't think that means it's gone away
very constructive. He gave us the numbers well ahead of time and forever, but for various reasons it's definitely a primary concern right
didn't tell us where to cut. I felt that even though it was a tough year,     now. The next accreditation is
it was a very orderly process. So we were asked to come up with a per-    November 2014, so I would Library Q&A to page 8
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Seasonal Meditations
Mystery lost
By Matthew Tingler
why should Christmas be different than anything else? We wrap theM. Div. senior
presents to try and recapture a little of the superficial mystery, but
O magnum mysterium, et admirabile sacramentum, ut animalia even then, my first instinct is to try and guess what's behind the wrap.
viderent Dominum natum, jacentem in praesepio! Beata Virgo, cujus I think there is a sense of yearning for this mysterious nature that
viscera merueruntportare Dominum Christum. Alleluia.    we've lost.
We've lost so much of our sense of mystery in our lives. Scientific In the O magnum mysterium, it talks about what a mystery it is that
advances and other shifts in worldview have combined to make our animals should be among the first to see the Christ child; that the
lives, well, boring. In some ways, this boring-ness is good. We now Word who in the beginning, who was with God, who was and is God,
know how the human body works and can utilize different techniques becomes flesh and is greeted by creatures that cannot tell anyone else
to prolong and improve life. We can predict the weather, although with about it, creatures that cannot even sing about the profundity of this
varying degrees of accuracy. We can even look into the far-reaching incarnation. The creator of the universe, the one who spoke the world
depths of the universe, and see things millions and billions of years into existence, the God of our Fathers, of Abraham, Isaac and Jacob,
old, light from ages far before the advent ofhumanity.     that this should be the one to take frail flesh and die. What a mystery
We may not have lost our sense of wonder or astonishment, or our it is that in Mary's arms, she holds the Alpha and the Omega. That
yearning to discover, but certainly few things are mysterious to us. We the eyes that looked so lovingly upon the face of his mother, are the
look down on mystery, as if it were something that needs to be elimi-    eyes that saw the dawning of time, that saw the beginning; the eyes
nated, or conquered. The knowledge of how something works must that will see death on the cross.
be claimed, and mystery must vanish into the darkness, vanquished What can be more mysterious than the finite bearing the infinite?
and old-fashioned.   We try to fill this out with theology of the incarnation so that we can
We've lost our sense of mystery. We even know how Advent and begin to wrap our brains around it, but can any of us stand before
Christmas should go. I asked the seventh- and eighth-graders of my that infinite and claim that we are able to comprehend it?Or are we,
confirmation class if there was any mystery for them in Advent and instead, called to the manger, with all creation to sing of this great
Christmas. To a large extent, the concept of the mystery was foreign mystery?
to them. At first I was really shocked by this, but then I begin to think,
A Christmas mystery:  Plot twists and a surprise ending
By Christopher Heren For those of us familiar with the story, what the birth, as this Son of David enters Jerusa-
M. A. junior more can surprise us?     lem, as did His lesser ancestor, Solomon, in
ood mysteries have interesting twists,      We may know trivia regarding the Christ-   order to be anointed by suffering and become
a captivating plot and an ending mas story, such as the three wise men being a the judge- king of the world. The crowd with
that takes you by surprise. A story tradition rather than being explicitly stated Jesus proclaims, " Blessed is the King who
or novel that is written by a masterful author by Matthew' s Gospel, or even that Bethle-   comes in the name of the Lord! Peace in
can captivate you and lead you in directions hem is Hebrew for" house of bread." But this heaven and glory in the highest" ( 19: 38).
only to surprise you before the end, bring-   is the God who inspired Psalm 22 long before We now celebrate this king coming to us
ing something from the beginning or middle Jesus was crucified! Surely there is more to as bread from heaven to His house as He is
back in unexpectedly. Many of us remember the Gospels than simply a Peanuts Christmas born of the Virgin. We reap the benefits of
the end of the movie The Sixth Sense, when story and some trivia. Let us simply look at this same child' s death and resurrection, so
the incident at the beginning with Bruce Wil-   the Christmas story as it is found in Luke's that, in Him, death no longer has a lasting
lis broke in and gave viewers a shock many Gospel.    sting, and birth is not seen as sad. How do
have found tough to top.   We sing this Christmas with the angels,   we obtain this salvation? Christ who has
God has mysteries of His own. The scrip-  " Glory to God in the highest, and on earth ascended into heaven comes to us in many
tures often appear to be simple to understand,   peace among those with whom He is pleased"   ways, not least of which is His Holy Supper,
and the message of Christianity about Jesus    ( Luke 2: 14). They sing this at the birth of whereby this same babe born in the house of
dying for the sins of the world and rising a child, practically recognized by all as an bread comes to our frail form as true bread
from the dead is so familiar and easy to grasp,   amazing miracle. Such a miracle, though, is from heaven, feeding us with His Body and
that we often read over the passages that are also tinged with sadness, as this new life— as Blood as a sign of forgiveness of our sins, so
familiar to us and miss so much that God all before and after— will die. Yet even with that we never go hungry again. To Christ be
wants us to take in. As we celebrate Christ-   the end in mind, we miss that this story all the glory forever and unto ages of ages.
mas and move into Epiphany, Lent seems to speaks to and with the end of Luke's Gospel.   Amen.
be so far away and Holy Week farther still.   The beginning of Holy Week connects with
Luther Seminary 5
Novel Approaches
The mysteries of God :
Inner voices and creative writing
By Kari Aanestad
M. Div. middler
t he walk up this mountain took almost half of the day,
and so I started early. I jumped over shrubs and rocks
and bounded up the side until I was nearly at the top. I The inner voice need not be threatening;
stopped and looked down over the village. All of the people looked it simply allows for a different view of who
like little desert bugs skittering into their holes. I was amused that our God is and how our God works.
they looked so small and silly from so high up, but then I realized
that all of those little skittering specks were my family, my neighbors,
and my friends.       the power to distract us from God and deceive us into believing we
I felt as if a huge boulder had settled at the base of my stomach and can know everything. But if used properly, the inner voice can also
flattened out the lower part ofmy lungs so that I could only breathe bring to life the Word of God in a way that even the most captivating
from my upper chest. My breaths were short, gaspy,and very surface.     systematic theologian cannot( my apologies, Moltmann). The inner
I looked at the remainder of the climb in front of me. I wanted to voice is a gift from God that helps us understand parts of God and
reach the top, but I could not. That boulder weighed too much, and ourselves that theology simply cannot name.
my breaths were too shallow." This is possible partly because God works through stories. Consider
So reads a portion of my first novel.      the myths of the Old Testament, the parables ofJesus or the sermons
This past month I decided to finally participate in NaNcWriMo we preach today. Compelling stories have an emotional power over
National Novel Writing Month) after five years of talking myself us. I will always love studying literature because it is one of the only
out of it. NalloWriMo is hosted by the Office of Letters and Light, a mediums that has the power to transcend the boundaries of indi-
nonprofit organization that seeks to promote literacy and young writ-    vidual human experience. Stories create a place of mutual empathy
ers by way of a challenge to all participants to write a 50, 000-word with the other. With creative words and descriptive images, we are
novel in the month of November. I am proud to say that I recently drawn into the lives of those whom we might not otherwise know.
met the challenge.      Said another way, in middler preaching we talked about what
Now in my first novel I unleashed all sorts of crazy, and I swore makes a good or bad sermon." The worst sermons I have ever heard,"
up and down I' d never let anyone read any of it. As I thought about one professor said, " had little to do with bad theology." In other
writing this article and the mysteries of God, however, I couldn' t words, a good sermon does not just get the doctrine right, but it
help but keep returning to my sacred pilgrimage into the land of also listens to the inner voice and taps into the lived wisdom of the
literary fiction.       human experience. It tells both our and God's
For me writing has always been stories in a way that is meaningful, engaging
a sacred, spiritual act. In writing I and moving.
have been able to transcend myself B ,'   Frankly, I' m tired of seeing the inner voices
and live, even for just a moment,       of our most creative minds silenced by the
with something deeper and big-      louder, more commanding voices of church
ger than Kari. It's a beautiful gift,       doctrine. In writing a novel this past month
and I can say that I have met God 1 have peered into the mysteries of God and
in some of the most unexpected the depths ofhuman experience and touched a
spaces on the page. A large part of part of what connects us all. If I tried to write
the creative act of writing, however,       a systematic argument about what that is or
will alarm and threaten the some how it functions, I would fail. Having written a
Lutherans. Writing means listening novel about it, however, I think I have captured
to the inner voice.    truth in a different, still powerful genre.
The" inner voice," as far as I can tell, is defined by some as being the If I have learned anything this past month, it is that the inner
voice of one's own experience and wisdom that resonates at the core voice need not be threatening; it simply allows for a different view of
ofwho that person is. In my experience many confessional Lutherans who our God is and how our God works. We are able to see some of
believe that listening to that voice often means ignoring the Word of those mysteries and are transformed in a way that only literature can
God and giving in to the temptation to become one's own master. It transform. Ultimately, the mysteries of God extend far beyond our
means having a high view ofself and clinging to the old, sinful Adam doctrines, stories or experiences. But what joy is ours at having the
for answers that only God can provide.     gift of exploring those mysteries with each other, and then sharing
Certainly the inner voice can, like all things, be abused. It has our stories of exploration. And so write on, dear friends!
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Dwelling in the Mystery
The Magnificat and them stermystery
of the incarnation
By Lois Malcolm Mary is exalted. She becomes full of herself.   thing" ( 1 Corinthians 1: 28). The same WordAssociate professor of Systematic Theology She" tastes" God' s love for her, even before both terrifies and comforts— depending on
How do we speak about the mystery of  " seeing" it. Her whole life, and all her senses,   where one stands.
the incarnation? How might we live is" saturated with divine sweetness."       Yet, God's power is greatest when it is most
and act out of its animating power?      In this experience, however, Mary places contradicted, as demonstrated by God's work
Martin Luther' s commentary on Mary's her trust not in God's gifts, but in God' s very in Jesus' crucifixion. In turn, God' s strength
experience in the Magnificat( Luke 1: 46- 55)    own self.Thus she differs from three kinds of ends when human beings try to control every-
provides some insight into these questions.      impure lovers: ( 1) those who only praise God thing. Thus Mary's experience also cautions
Experience is the school ofthe Spirit," Luther when things go well for them but despair and against the" false wisdom" of thinking we are
observes. We understand God and God' s curse God when things go poorly; (2) those   " in the right" and making others" wrong"— of
Word when we receive such understanding who so identify themselves with the gifts thinking that God is solely on" our side" and
immediately" from the Holy Spirit— when we they have been given that they forget about that our enemies are on the" devil' s side."
experience, prove and feel it for ourselves.       God; and( 3) those who only" appear" to be But are we not to defend the truth and
What does Mary experience? She humble so that others can " perceive" them what is right? Everything depends, Luther
experiences God' s " seeing" her in the as being humble. Unlike these impure lov-   observes, on a " proper understanding of
depths"— God' s " regarding" her in her ers, Mary relies solely on God' s regarding her.   being in the right." Yes, we are to defend the
lowliness." God' s way of" seeing" is very And because she trusts solely in " God's bare truth and what is right. This is what prophets
different from the way we " see" things. As goodness," she has the " equanimity" and `even and martyrs have done throughout the ages.
human beings, we seek after what is" above"   mind" to face whatever comes her way.  And we are to defend our creaturely goods
us: honor, power, wealth, knowledge, a life Moreover, Mary's experience is not merely   ( our body, spouse, family, friends, property,
of ease, whatever is lofty and great. We tend for herself. When God sees her, Mary money, etc). These things— as part of God's
to tend avoid their opposite: poverty, squalor,   becomes a prophetic witness to God' s mighty good creation— are good in and of them-
disgrace, misery and anguish.    deeds in history, where real reversals do take selves. But once we have made our defense
Only God can truly" see" into the" depths"   place. When God sees things, the powerful and" confessed" their" goodness," we must
because only God can create out of" nothing."   are brought down and the lowly are lifted be ready to " let such things go" and" cleave to
As Old Testament scholars remind us, the up. God' s kindness, justice and righteousness God alone." Needing neither to possess them
nothing" in Gen 1: 2 has to with God' s cre-   overturn human wisdom, power and wealth nor to despise them, we are simply to regard
ating out of" disorder, injustice, subjugation,   ( cf.Jeremiah 9: 23- 24). The message of the them with the " equanimity" and ` even mind"
disease and death." Only God' s love always cross not only creates a new identity for those that comes from trusting solely in " God' s
creates what it desires."    who are" low and despised"— it also" reduces bare goodness."
When God " sees" her in her " depths,"   to nothing" those who think they are" some-
Being moved by the mystery
By Julia Perkins
M. Div junior Wouldn't it be great to think that I had become one of those people
What is it that keeps you going in your faith? Maybe it's who fully surrender to the Holy Spirit and let God lead the way?Sur-
counting your blessings. Maybe it's entrusting everything rendering is something that I'm still working on, but knowing the
into God' s hands so as to not have to worry about it your-    various stories from the Bible that show devotion ofboth the people
self( could you teach me this trick if you're one of these people?). If to God and God to the people keeps the mystery alive.
you're like me, it's the continued mystery that is revealed to us in Knowing who God is in our lives, how Jesus is meeting us where
different ways each day that keeps you going.      we are and what the action of the Holy Spirit is depends on our
When I was in middle school, I did not want to have much to do personal contexts. One of my favorite Scripture passages is from
with this mystery because I was living the typical teenage life think-    the book of Hebrews: " And let us consider how we may spur one
ing that nobody understood me. The fact is that I didn't understand another on toward love and good deeds. Let us not give up meeting
myself, and I quickly learned that this mystery, which is God, was together, as some are in the habit of doing, but let us encourage one
still in my life everywhere I went. At a national youth gathering just another— and all the more as you see the day approaching"( 10: 24- 25
after ninth grade, I finally let this mystery take control and acknowl-    NIV).We must learn who this mystery is for each other and continue
edged the Trinity's existence in my life.    allowing ourselves to be pushed forward by the Holy Spirit.
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God' s Silence
Indescribable wonder
By Dirk Lange
Associate professor of Worship taken up.   
e. s
I've long been intrigued by a pas-
n Taize, every Saturday evening during sage in the Apology to the Augsburg
Advent, we would sing the first part of Confession. " For just as the Word
Psalm 19. ` Non point recit, non point enters through the ear in order to
langage ..."( yes, to the surprise of both strike the heart, so also the rite
Scandinavians and Germans, God actu-    enters through the eye in order to
ally prefers French!). " No speech, no word,     move the heart" ( AP XIII). God' s
no voice is heard, yet their span extends mystery is " heard" in many ways,       
through all the earth, their words to the through the hearing of the ear but
utmost bounds of the world." In the silence also through the seeing, touching,
and the darkness of December evenings, as tasting of the body, without words,
the earth in our part of the world takes its without speech, without voice, yet
l
rest, its sabbatical pause, praise resounds,     reaching to the utmost bounds of
echoes, over and over again, into the farthest the world.
corners, touching gently the deepest folds of God' s glory is praised. God' s
this world, the most bitter crevices of life.       mystery, if you will, is preached
Even the silence, the absence of speech and without words or with different
voice, proclaims God' s glory. This is some-    kinds of words, a different speech.
times hard for us to imagine, accustomed as Proclamation is broad and high and How do we publish, praise, preach and
we are to the word spoken out loud or to the deep and generous, accomplished with words confess an indescribable, an " un- say-able"
word virtually communicated that reaches and without words— through lives, through wonder? (The English word" indescribable"
us( or our devices) no matter where, no mat-    silent witness, through stepping into the translates Luther's German " unausspre-
ter when. No speech, no word— now that's a mystery of God' s life in my neighbor, into chlichen"— literally " not-voice- able" or
lot less than 140 characters and puts into a the joy and pain, the hope and despair of    " not-pronounceable.") It is possible because
different perspective claims about commu-    my neighbor. This proclamation, this praise,    precisely the un- say- able is heard and
nication:" Twitter is without a doubt the best spans to the ends of the earth.    seen and touched in and through things
way to share and discover what is happen-       God' s mystery then is not some esoteric of this earth. But that is God's doing, not
ing right now" ( as the Twitter ad asserts) ...    reality that we must find or somehow dis-    ours. Night unto night makes known the
no speech, no word, yet their span extends cover. God' s mystery, ifyou will, is nothing message.
through all the earth.     other than the Gospel present in the world And so we wait for God' s birth in the cer-
What is happening" right now" that needs today— but present as a body. God's mystery tainty of God's resurrection. Our waiting
to be communicated? God's mystery is hap-    comes to us not as an idea, a doctrine, but in itself,you might say, is a silent proclamation,
pening, in places of darkness, in places the body, in words heard, in words eaten and a prayer, an act of faith that the Holy Spirit
of absence, in places of anxiety, in places drunk, in a" real fellowship," in a silent act is working within us. Our waiting is now
where we might not be looking or speak-    of praise. God' s mystery is the" indescribable God' s own work of preparing us for God' s
ing. A silent word, a visible word( to borrow wonder" that God has done for us through continual revelation (deconstruction) into
an expression!), an embodied word happens.     Christ— through the body— and that" we the folds and crevices, the utmost bounds
And this word is deeply praise, serene and are to publish, praise, preach, and confess of this world.
vibrant, silent and far-reaching. The story is       " ( Luther).
Library Q&A from page 4
expect the seminary would absolutely have to address some of those faculty member, functionally speaking, they can' t get in here. What I
concerns by then.    also notice is that we have a lot of elderly Lutheran folk coming to visit,
The most visible concern is that Gullixson is a beautiful building and symbolically the Rare Book Room, the library and the archives
to look at, but it's verycomplex internally. It's got all kinds of half are a kind of a" Holy of Holies" of this community of faith— that's
floors and half staircases, and it' s not easy to get into for folks with what represents great Lutheran tradition, at least most tangibly. Some
mobility issues. It's kind of impenetrable. I bet nine out of 10 students elderly folk really have to strain themselves to get up to those floors, so
don't even know we have an elevator, and it's not very efficient. So if it would be a very good thing to see that addressed at some point.
you have a student or faculty member who is physically disabled or a
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What We Can Say of God
Unknowngods Lm stermystery
are for Greeks unfold in us
Refusing to recognize the incarnation By Mandy Brobst- Renaud
By Christoffer Ahlback
M. Div. junior
Non- degree student hen I was a child, I loved reading mysteries. The
best part was reading the book after I had read
ysticism can be sorted out into many different types. I want Wthe final chapter. I reveled in my omniscience and
to show you two very general types that we need to under- my intelligence. I had solved the mystery before Nancy Drew
stand. The first type is the one that hides from God, takes came close. I did not have to deal with the anxiety of not
every challenge God gives us in the Bible and calls it" a mystery" as a knowing the answers; through the twists and turns in the plot,
bad excuse for not following Him. This is theology without Theo( God). I knew everything would end well.
This kind of mysticism takes the truths in the Bible and glorifies the It seems we strive to read the end of the book before we have
fact that they are given to us, from God high up above to us humans endured the exposition. The problem with knowing the end of
on down here on earth, to the very extent that the conclusion is that we the story is we become so focused on the last chapter we forget
cannot understand it. With the statement" We cannot understand it," we must proceed through the twists and turns; rather than
this first type of mysticism leaves us unchallenged, even though Jesus appreciating these twists and turns, we endure them, wishing
told us to follow Him.      they would end so we could get on with our aims toward the
It is indeed true that we cannot fully understand God. God is holy and end of the book. As characters in a book, we see who we will be
not like us. But consider that God gave us His word because He wanted in the end and forget to be who we are throughout the rest of
to communicate something that we could understand. It is therefore not the plot. We struggle against ourselves, our identities marred
very glorifying to make understandable words into a mystery so that we by an ideal as opposed to actuality.
cannot understand them. Rather, it is possible to understand what God It seems this is emblematic of our faith lives. We know that,
is saying to us.       at the end of the story, all will end well and thus proceed
Yes, it is indeed true that we cannot fully understand God. But to say through our daily lives, unmoved by the mysteries. Perhaps
that we cannot understand God at all, that He is the unknown, or that we are not so much unmoved by mysteries as we are blind
we encounter the unknown in the meeting with God, is very unjust to to them. As a theological community, we thrive on discuss-
the mystery ofincarnation!  ing the mysteries of God as an academic endeavor. Make no
God came to us in our Lord Jesus Christ to make Himself known to mistake: These discussions are essential to our development as
us. In the meeting with God, we therefore say that we meet the One participants in a faith community and will most likely better
that once was unknown but now has made Himself known to us. In prepare us for whatever the future holds. That said, I cannot
Acts 17:22- 31, on the Areopagus, Paul proclaims who the unknown god help but wonder ifwe move through the seasons and the years
really is! He says: " In the past God overlooked such ignorance, but now of ministries, forgetting that the mystery in which we are par-
he commands all people everywhere to repent." Therefore, even though ticipating is continually creating itself, reminding us we are
you will find this first kind of mysticism within the church, this cannot co- creators and co-heirs with Christ. It is easy to become so
be Christian mysticism. So let us leave this bad excuse and instead follow involved in the last chapter that we forget we are not merely
Jesus Christ, the Son of God who has made Himself known to us.      readers in this story— we are writers as well.
Are you happy about this?Good. Let me take you to the second type With the Advent season underway, it seems we would do
of mysticism then! The second one is the dwelling in the deeply profound well to remember that we cannot arrive at the end of the story
wisdom of God. This is the only true mysticism theology, the theology without having read all of the chapters in between. We know
that puts" Theo' on high! This mysticism praises God for His ways that the story frontward and backward; the mystery has been
He gave us His word in. It dwells in the fact that you as a Christian revealed. It is at this moment, however, that we realize we are
truly have a connection with the living, eternal, only God and that the characters in the mystery and the plot is still unfolding. We
eternity touches your soul. This mysticism is amazed by His love, by cannot separate ourselves from our identity as a people who
the incarnation and by the totally awesome grace and victory on the confesses Truth in mystery. We cannot skip from the Incarna-
cross! This second mysticism is glorifying God. This is a God-honoring tion to the Resurrection without missing the point: The story
mysticism.   was not for one time and place, but for all times and all places.
How can we understand the unknown?" one might ask. The answer It is our participation in the mystery that gives it meaning; it
is simple: The unknown has revealed Himself to us. That is a mystery. is in our relationship with God through Christ that we find,
But as much as it is a mystery, it is true.   while fully knowing the end of the story, that the plot has
Do you want to be so amazed by the unknown that you keep it as being swept us up into itself. The mystery is revealed not outside of
unknown to you? Or do you want to be so amazed by the unknown that or apart from us but within us.
you open up your heart and let Him reveal Himself to you?
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Mystery in Experience
gLord 'sSupperHiccupsdurin the
By Jeanette Bidne
M. Div. intern at St. Mark' s Lutheran Church in Olathe, Kan.
f you had asked me whether or not I was game for being a
communion server every Sunday, twice a Sunday, on intern-
ship.. well... you would have heard a reluctant" OK" To be
honest, at seminary I haven't volunteered to help distribute com-
munion much because I always found it a little nerve- racking. Am
I going to trip with the chalice in my hand?Will I accidently pour
too much into the little shot-glass- like communion cup and make
a mess? What if I get distracted thinking of that homework I have
yet to finish and somehow mess up the words" Blood of Christ
shed for you"? To put it simply, I haven't volunteered to help with e
communion much. Well, that was before internship.
Now on internship, whether I am preaching, helping as assist-  
G    
ing minister or just leading part of
the service, each Sunday, twice a x;G
Sunday, I help distribute Commu-
nion. And I love it. Communion is
a mysterious sort of thing. I have I Yememl?eY One little girl Snatching the
don't anymore because here we
come to the realization that no are not performing some sort of
matter how man times the distri- wafer out of her dads hand and pleadingy delicate operation but are at the
bution instructions are explained with him,   Can I keep it? I want to keep Lord' s table, receiving the Lord's
to me or to those who are also it!" Whatever she knew of communion, she supper. When I think of a supper
assisting, there is always a little knew that what we were receiving was at home, things are always a little
hiccup. Oh wait don' t forget the important.      chaotic, in awonderful way. Why
organist. Somebody just drank out of should I expect anything differ-
the intinction cup and not the com-       ent at church?
mon cup. Did theyjust take the wafer out oftheir mouth to dip it?There On internship I find myself participating in many of the tasks
is always a little chaos in it, even if it is figuring out just how people of those called to ministry; but some of the greatest things I have
get back in their pew in the right order. Mysteriously, I have made learned come from observing the young children (who don't take
peace with the chaos. Those little hiccups that used to bother me communion yet) while I give communion to their parents. For exam-
ple, I remember one little girl snatching the wafer
out of her dad' s hand and pleading with him," Can
I keep it?I want to keep it!" Whatever she knew of
communion, she knew that what we were receiving
was important. If only we were so anxious to come
up and receive! There is one parent in my congre-
Yi$  F ss"       gation who will hand the wafer to her daughter in
M. C7itr. luniot her arms, who will dip it and put it in her mother's
haeme always laved johns writing," In the beginning was the Word, and the mouth. We do not" do" communion ourselves. For
Ward was with Geld, and thiWord was God.' ( Jcihn i.i) Just imagine, a me, it is a gift given to us by someone other than
weird can be God! Gods word, Love, came to us.. the most vulnerable ' ourselves— Christ— for the forgiveness of sins. How
ss
form:au infant. God's word, Friend, carne to u to travel beside'us so we would humbling, in this instance, to not even be the per-
nett ha* e to walk alone. God's word, Teacher; came ria us with parables and son to put it to our lips.
instructions, to open dYe possibilities and imagznations ofGods universal love `  I don' t get very nervous distributing communion
for all. God's word, Compo Sinn, came to earth in kindness to' save us because =       anymore; any mistakes or hiccups I might create
we could not do it ourselves. God' s word, Obedience; carne to earth to save are forgiven in this very meal. I' ve come to enjoy its
us front our own sinfulness and to suffer for Baur sins: God' s word, Spirit, is mystery, and that is something I would not have said
with us to glue us strength,. e urage and hope to proclaim God's Word. " In before starting internship. It wasn' t some amazing
the beginning was the Wordy and the Word was with Cod, and the Wbrd was meeting with my supervisor or a class that changed
God" Tmagin thad that for me but the mysterious work of God around
something very familiar, helping me set aside my
worries and take a look around.
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Protesting for Life
Mystery in the midst  ®f death
By Joanna Flaten
M. Div. middler back and the security in my nation perpetu-    these souls in our song, we turned from the
Editor' s note: The School of the Americas, ate the killing of thousands across Latin gates, and we faced the street. We faced the
now the Western Hemisphere Institute America. The death was in our silence and in street under the words of Hector Aristizabal.
for Security Cooperation, is a U.S. military
training center for civilian, military and law
our ignorance, which Hector spoke into as We never forget our dead. We never forget
enforcement leaders from other nations. he told his story( and the stories of hundreds the injustice that is at work in our world, but
Located at Fort Benning in Georgia, the of others) of surviving torture by School of we know resurrection! We go forth to life for
institute and its previous incarnation
all the body: both the bodyof bones andhave been subject to protests and vigils,  r`
including the one on Nov. 22 thatloanna flesh that carry us out of this space and the
attended, by those who link the school to Z,    body ofbones that are mangled with blood
human rights violations in Latin America.      
splattered from innocent lives. We leave this
ike the other moments of our lives space ofmourning in the dance of resistance,
that stun us, mark us, compel us and
y'  the dance of resurrection.
send us spiraling into a new future,    And as we celebrated resurrection of bro-
my experience participating in the commu-       , ken bodies, I knew that, gathering before
nal protest and vigil before the gates of the the gates of Fort Benning, we were gathering
School of the Americas left me fumbling for before the gates of the Kingdom of Heaven.
articulation.    We were the full body of saints— Romero
How could I ever put words to the 15, 000 a and Elba, Pedro and Hector, Ashley and
protesters packed in before the chain- link Peter. Death in this moment did not sepa-
gates, soggy from the raindrops continuing rate those massacred from those raising
to land upon our faces? How could I put white wooden crosses in the drizzling rain.
words to the thousands of white, wooden As the salt of my own tear ducts dripped
crosses lifted together solemnly in mourn- with the droplets from the sky to the con-
ing of each body?The masses of police and timed beat of the drum, we knew Christ
military stationed in black uniforms, weap-       e resurrected. And we knew that when we
ons across their chest, staring into the crowd, stand before the gates of heaven, death will
demanding we see their strength even as the Americas- trained graduates, of surviv-    not separate us because resurrection unites
God compelled us to see their being. The ing torture executed under the watch of us. Instead ofwooden crosses stuck between
buzz of the helicopter keeping watch tangled United States military, and the death was in silver chain links, the gates will open, and all
with the beat of the drum corps rhythm and the story of his brother who did not survive.     will enter hand in hand in our Christ into
the soprano voices singing out the names Our deaths swam over me and in me; my the kingdom without massacre, the king-
again and again. The puppetistas paced blood swelled with the knowledge that here dom without torture, the kingdom without
above the crowds on giant stilts while we we kill our neighbor. Here we kill Christ. I our selfish greed and deadly apathy.
carried the black, wooden coffin between was death itself in my participation and my We are a part of death. We are a part of a
four sets of arms that would soon spiral out powerlessness to create life in this grave. system that every day is killing our neigh-
into vibrant fists of resistance.       But then, in the mystery of life that is bors, is killing Christ. But we are a part
What was it?It was the most powerful our God, out of death, resurrection rose.     of the mystery of resurrection. Christ was
worship of Christ crucified and Christ res-    After each of those 900 names, we sang out:     not held captive by death. Christ incar-
urrected I have experienced. The death was Presente! Eugenio Vigil, Presente! Vilma nate, Christ born in flesh and blood is the
real. The death was in our bones, in our Rodriguez, Presente! Archbishop Oscar Christ in our bones. Christ is alive in the
soggy flesh, in our salty tears and in our Romero, Presente! Just as Christ has united community that is gathered before the gates,
cries: ` No mds! No More! We must stop the us through time and space into one body, we and Christ brings with him into our bones
dirty war. Companeros, companeras we cry out,     knew each person in our own flesh, we cried the suffering and the resurrection of each
No mds! No more!" The death was in that their tears, their blood that had been shed brother and sister. We may not understand
soprano voice, cutting above the helicopter coursed through our veins, and we marched the mystery that is this life within us in the
with name after name after name; Eugenio forward with their lives within us.       midst of death, but we know it has propelled
Vigil, 60 years of age, Vilma Rodriguez, 2 After hours of names flowing into our ears,     us into a different future. The resurrected
years of age, Father Ignacio Ellacuria, Elba hours of mourning the assassinated and car-    Christ sends us out in the suffering and in
Ramos, Archbishop Oscar Romero ...   rying their broken bodies in this wooden the life that is within us: Father Ignacio
The death was in my own reality— in casket, after hours in the fears of the poised Ellacuria, Presente! Elba Flores, Presente!
knowing that the soda pop I drink, the bus, of the police bullhorn announcing our Oscar Romero, Presente! Christ Crucified,
tomatoes on my pizza, the clothes on my impending arrest, after hours of carrying Christ Resurrected, Presente!
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To Everything There Is a Season
The farmer' s market and Advent restlessness
By Tim Snyder
M. Div. junior
I' m feelin' the pull...draggin' me off again.   
00     :
Z
I' m feelin' so small... against the big sky tonight.
The Swell Season, " Feeling the Pull
get it.At this place, Luther Seminary that is, we get Advent. Wait-    a zi 7 j a
ing, uncertainty, mystery, awe— yup, that more or less sums up E
the" seminary experience," I' d say. And to be honest, I' m tired of
waiting. I'm mean, what is it that we are even waiting for? AhA
In my former life( that's seminary speak for: " whatever life was
before we heard the call to come to this place, followed by God toy-
ally screwing up our lives"), I was a mission developer of a simple
emerging community in Austin, Texas. Most of us were in our 20s    " Ovoid," by Paul Soupiset. Moleskin Journal Sketch and Pencil.
exploring the ambiguities of post-college, early careers or graduate Copyright 2009, www.soupablog.com
school. One of the Advent lectionary texts includes that great line
from Isaiah 11, " There shall come forth a shoot( netzer) from the That's what someone next to me said, anyway. Really, I didn't have a
stump ofJesse, and a branch shall grow out of his roots..." ( Isaiah clue what an acorn squash was, or, more importantly, what I would
11: 1, NRSV) We called our little community The Netzer Co-Op. The even do with it. So I asked the farmer himself," Hey, um... I would
brilliant part of starting something new is that you can make it up.      like to buy an acorn squash, but I don't really know what you do with
We didn't really have any reason to use the lectionary in our wor-    it. What do you do with these things?"" Cut it in half,spread butter
ship, other than the fact that it seemed difficult to know where to on it. Sprinkle it with salt and pepper and bake it," he said. Wow,
begin. But then one summer day I was at the Saturday-morning that's it, I thought. Seemed simple enough.
farmer' s market, and this one guy had some fantastic acorn squash.       I bought one and headed home the long way through the down-
town square. I have no idea why I took the long way home, but I
did, and I' m glad I did because it was then that it dawned on me:
The lectionary and the whole church liturgical year is like a farmer's
market. It's like a farmer's market because you eat what is in season.
lnine in s ene You eat strange things you have no idea what to do with, and you eat
dry K1ri TCea# things some times of the year and not others. It's not like our grocery
tuth` Sertlirrary parish nurse stores that are filled largely with" standard" diet produce that has
CJt Malone my
been
utrait.......n sllereer for m}rhope is been genetically engineered to be grown year-round. Why?Because
frtam him„ Psalms 6 ' S, IIIR51l they are familiar, and we like them. It brings a whole new level to the
meaning of" comfort food" No, it's just not like that at the farmer's
his season I won ld really like tc spend' tnare time in market There is a rhythm of life for all of creation, and there is this
silence rather than in chatter. I reflect on Advent and  !      time, this dormant season, of rest and anticipation. And it should
sense a cold, crisp, darkiiznight, with only the stars to create an Advent restlessness.
light the sky. I maginebeing able to hear a lonely train ln.the Well, it's working well on me. It's like that song by The Swell
far distance, giving room, far God's hopeful Word. My soul Season, " I' m feelin' the pull ... draggin' me off again. I'm feelin'
longs for this silence.     so small... against the big sky tonight." I'm feelin' the pull to make
I am' anticip icingy sister dying in the following days. We decisions with haste— M.Div. or M.A. I' m feelin' the pull to finally
have watched ler surrender to this life on earthand get ready thwart my usual rhythm and finish a season as well as I started for
for her journey home. It has been amazing to experience. My once. And I' m feelin' the pull in everyone else' s expectations of me
sisterslaudibleivoice is muted Icy a trache and ventilator. In and of my own unreasonable standards.
the silence ofher moving lips sheSpeaks of the angels that sur-  Waiting, uncertainty, mystery, awe, huh?Well those are no acorn
round the room. We find ourselves in that thin place between squash to me. I' m well familiar with this season, and it is taking
heaven and earth. every bit of my being to resist the pull and wait. Be still. Don't do
11 don' t feel sad that death happens during Advent Ittholds anything.
space for both life and death': We ger to sit In silence and So in this new( church) year, I hope we will be still more, that we' ll
experience that thin place where God entered into our world do less and that' ll we' ll sit more in our Advent restlessness. Maybe
with the hirth ofHis son.46iiiiiebirth there is the hope that we' ll even eat more acorn squash.
in death there is resurrection. It is a blessed season.
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Looking for Answers
Concord
bile contemplating the topic of top units, while not much more expensive,   such classrooms as Northwestern Hall 243
holy mystery in this month' s require less administrative cost.  and Bockman Hall 101, as well as in the aux-
issue, the Concord also consid-     Wilder says that the experiment, while iliary dining room and inside the entry of
ered some wholly different mysteries. In the unsuccessful, was inexpensive. And the thin Northwestern Hall's second level.
kickoff to what we hope will become a con-   clients aren't completely gone. Students who Luther equipped the two small classrooms
tinuing series, our team of seminary sleuths miss the precious little machines can find with TVs last spring, Wilder says. He notes
looked for answers to some campus questions,   them in low-volume areas like the Stub Hall that:the measure was part of a long-term plan
this time on the topic of technology.    computer lab and the library's catalog-search-   for learning and technology.
ing kiosk.   Many classrooms have the overhead pro-
What happened t0 the thin jectors and the speakers and that sort of
clients? (They were so cute.)   What' is the` r`T@c}1t1ology I" ee"?       equipment," Wilder explains. " Those are
Where does my$ 100'gD? fairly expensive installations. Being sensitive
In the last year or so, many of the tiny, tothe financial situation of the seminary.I t
silver computer clients that students used As many students have noticed,,d$.100 spring; ar the same time wantingto continue
in places like the library and the GullixsonJTechnology Fee began to showup on course ahe initiative of putting technology in class-
Hall lab to access the seminary network have and fee statements this year.     rooms, sort of a middle ground was installing
been replaced by bigger, tower-style desktop     " The Technology Fee," explains Don Lewis,   the TVs:'
computers. seminary vice president for Finance' and The TVs cost substantially less than the
The thin clients were in some ways an Administration,  is used to offset expenses full setup with projectors, which moreover
experiment," says Ted Wilder, Luther's Tnfor-   associated with MyLutherNet— includ-   require more maintenance, and they offer
mation.Tech nologydirector since October.   im, hardware and server support, software comparable functionality in smaller class-
What we found after a cotiplc of years of requirements, licensing fees and upgrades rooms, Wilder says.
using,them was that the cost savings on the and the establishment and oversight of active The seminary installed the Northwestern
administration side of it that we were prom-   accounts." The fee also helps to fund the entry's HDTV—a Sony BRAVIA similar
ised, w didn't see."       Information Technology Help Desk, Lewis to the two new classroom TVs— this fall,
There were compatibility issues, notably says.       alongside the launch of Luther Seminary's
with USB drives, which were troublesome for new public identity of" Moved by the Prom-
some users. There were also problems with What' s with all these ise" and the creation of the Welcome Center
streaming video and some software.     big-screen TVs?     in nearby Northwestern Hall 250. Look for
It just became more of an administrative more details on that initiative in a future edi-
problem than a solution for students," says Another change that has taken place since tion of the Concord.
Wilder, adding that the cost savings proved 2008 is the addition of several sizeable, wall-
to be accordingly thin. The succeeding desk-   mounted, flat-panel, high-definition TVs— in
Have a question of your own? Send it to
concord @luthersem. edu!
Faith and Money'
Pesents.      r r r     +  ?
y; ferry Hoffman
rectpr of the Center for 5tewartf5hi Eeaders waiting for the door to open.
What a conttastl In Jesus Gad gave us presence— I€nmanucll
dvent is a season that stretches the imaginatifA eri- i The gift of presence is art emptying of self, being totally there icor
can'Christians. In the church we are eQunterculrural aswe another and being as vulnerable as a newborn baby.
dkIl-     
await, remember and prepare for ar Immanuel presence.      My young friend is it debt ani is using a credit card to purchase
But everywhere else we are surrounded by messages that her presents.( Even after the presents have last their ussibility, she
clearly state that our love gill be made known by' our presents.   will be paying for thein.)
On Thanksgiving Lay, a student shared with me the strategy she She is a kind and caring ycaung woman. Wouldn' t her pres-
and her morn had mapped but to snarch up Black Friday specials enc& be of greater value to those she laves than any presents she
to give as presents.':She excitedly eplained to me that Black Fri-   could possiblyive?What aught per offaith give that will be
day,is the ultimate shopping experinnee. Extreme values could be in alignment with their spiritual values— expensive presents or a
realised ifyou Rept your candles burning while you stood in line loving presence?
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The Eternal Present
The case of the books 1 ' 11 finally read
By Katie Fick 4.  Noisy Outlaws, Unfriendly Blobs, and Some Other Things That
M. Div. senior Aren't as Scary, Maybe, Depending on How You FeelAbout Lost
ife has many mysteries; the ones I've been staring at longingly Lands, Stray Cellphones, Creaturesfrom the Sky, Parents Who
lately are on my bookshelf.A rough count of assigned readings Disappear in Peru, a Man Named Lars Farf, and One Other
this semester shows that I have read at least 26 books and over Story We Couldn' t Quite Finish, So Maybe You Could Help Us
a thousand pages of e- reserves for classes. The only book I haven't Out, by Nick Hornby, Neil Gaiman and others, edited by Ted
had to read for a class in the past four months, I read over Reading Thompson. McSweeney's was basically giving this away.
Days( ha!) in October: Tana French' s murky Irish mystery, The Like-     5.  Factory Girls, by Leslie T. Chang. This was on several of
ness( which is, by the way, completely absurd but eminently readable).  the" best books of the year" lists in 2008. I want to read
So as the semester comes to a close, I am growing excited about the this chronicle of two women who work the assembly lines inluxurious freedom of reading whatever I like on break. I have chosen China because I think it will help me understand better the10 out of the stack to share with you, and I have no idea if they will people and culture of a far-off place that is so complexly con-be good. I only have hope.
netted to my daily life.
1.   This Is Where I Leave You by Jonathan Tropper. Entertainment 6.  This Child Will Be Great by Ellen Johnson Sirleaf. In Janu-Weekly called this a" magnificently funny family saga," which ary 2006, Sirleaf was sworn in as president of the Republic ofintrigued me since it's the story of a Jewish family dealing Liberia and became Africa's first woman president. This book
with death. As I go to see my own lovably dysfunctional fam-   is the remarkable story of her life, in her words, and was given
ily over the holidays, I suspect this will be good to take with to me by Luther graduate Jacob Mathre, who loved it, shortly
me.   
before he moved to Sudan. I trust his good taste.
2.  Personal Days by Ed Park. Having been a cubicle- dweller 7•   Women ofMinnesota: selected biographical essays, revised edition,
myself, attached to my computer too many hours a day, office edited by Barbara Stuhler and Gretchen Kreuter. I picked
comedy novels particularly resonate with me. I'm hoping for this up for$ 2 and was grateful because my history knowledgelaughing a lot so that my husband, Norbert, has to stop what of Minnesota seemed confined to railroad men and militaryhe's doing and say," What's so funny?"    forts. I suspect it's the kind of book you read not all at once,
3.  Say You' re One ofThem by Uwem Akpan. This is supposed to but in short spurts in order to remember these women and
be a powerful collection ofshort stories set in Africa and told what they've meant to this state.
through the eyes of children. First, I patiently waited for it to 8.  Leaving Mother Lake: A Girlhood at the Edge ofthe World by
come out in paperback. Then I watched it sit on my shelf as Yang Erche Namu and Christine Mathieu. Namu grew up
weeks went by. Then Oprah picked it for her book club. Now in the Himalayas as a member of the Moso, described by theI' m sad that even Oprah has read it before me.    Chinese as" the country of the Daughters," a matriarchal soci-
ety. I'm very curious to hear the story of this culture from the
inside.
9.  Manhunt. The 12-Day Chasefor Lincoln's Killer by James L.
T Swanson. My brother and Ihad aLincoln-assassination- offDEafter he read this book and I read Doris Kearns Goodwin's
Team of Rivals. He won and insisted this was such a fascinat-
ertder matters,;      t•r O g it`  ean•tg ing read, like an" on the trail of a killer" novel, that I had to
Or a usroCnan in ministry? tNhat eperienee5 have you pick it up.
had StUlth gender 15 Uds that haue shaped you? HOW 10. The Missing Class: Portraits ofthe Near Poor in America byA6 use deI:uuith t 'eseA4ssues atsrninary and in our Katherine S. Newman and Victor Tan Chen. Fifty-four mil-
ngee stir ns and daily )Ives. 1' IC)Vtf dO;es FOCI help lion Americans were considered" near poor"— meaning they
US fiE ctOtatE the CO1Cy tEPr`IICtf betng men and make between$ 20, 000 and$ 40, 000 for a family of four
W©min of faith tOgefler?      when this book was written in 2007. I suspect those numbers
Articles ark due Thursday, Fek . 18r at no have changed recently. Newman and Chen followed nine
Send 5takamissions tOOICOrdlutherem.edu.  such families over aseven-year period. This is their stories.
Pty rate is$ 75 fprrt / s to ff art I  f pg  { fn[t€ 1 Looking at this list makes me feel like such a nerd, but Jacob
saceJ;ant    ? pit ar cfe c
halir
faag c1C farger Mathre also gave me Pride and Prejudice and Zombies by Seth Gra-
hame- Smith, so I feel confident that silliness will also reign over break.
God bless us, everyone.
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TOP    P-Nf Step into Christmas
Through the Twin Cities ByM. Aimee AppellM. Aimeesenior
By Andy Behrendt Christmas events around town:
M. Div. senior
Holidazzle— nighttime lights parade in downtown
eGidio' s history Minneapolis, Nicollet Mall from 12th Street to
has a lot of flavor. Fourth Street; Thursdays through Sundays until Dec.
RDAs the menu will 20. Parade starts at 6: 30 p. m. The best( and warmest)
tell you, Joe " Kid Bul-      r views are often from the sky bridges, but arrive early litlets" DeGidio opened the to get a spot. See www.holidazzle.com.P 4 5 W. Seventh 5t– 5t. Paul;
St. Paul restaurant after Macy's Santaland— downtown Minneapolis Macy's,
Prohibition ended in 1933 1}    711 700 Nicollet Mall, eighth floor; through Wednesday,
using money he earned as a vuwvr'degicllos       Dec. 30; mostly open until 9 p.m., except on Christ-
local bootlegger. DeGidio's mas eve. Santa is at the end of the display, ready
became a hangout for St. to hear your wish list and take a picture with you.
Paul' s gangster elite." Of course," as the menu maintains," all mob ties were Information available in the" Our Stores— Events"
severed many decades ago!" section of www.macys.com.
That disclaimer made it seem like a safe place for a bunch of seminarians
Lucia Celebration—American Swedish Institute
and their spouses to have a hearty Italian dinner, but, after sampling the flavor at Augustana Lutheran Church, 11th Avenue and
of the food and of DeGidio's itself,we wouldn't have minded if some Mafiosi Seventh Street, downtown Minneapolis; Saturday,
reappeared on the scene to spice things up a little. Dec. 12, 2:30 p. m. Tickets are$ 7; pre- order at www.Don't get me wrong. DeGidio's is a nice place— nicer than you' d expect americanswedishinst. org/ASI/ Events. html.from the small, seedy-looking front door facing Seventh Street. The bar and
dining area is clean, spacious and accented with fresh wood paneling and Music and Arts:
framed replicas of antique food-and-drink posters tied neatly together with a
Min-
scheme ofgreen. If it weren' t for the big, wooden wine cabinet that upgrades Midtown Global Market, 920 E. Lake St.,
the atmosphere considerably, it might not look all that different from a Green nFree live music every weekend: Saturday,
Mill franchise. Green Mills are nice. And DeGidio's is nice. But shouldn' t a noon-2:302::30 p.m. and 5: 30- 7:30 p. m. Sunday, 12: 30-
place with such a gritty history seem something other than nice? Ironically,  2: 30 p.m.
classy as DeGidio's is, it doesn't quite do justice to the unsavory entryway.   Minneapolis Institute ofArts— two special exhibi-
The food matches the furnishing. It's completely unobjectionable. If you tions:" The Louvre and the Masterpiece"— through
come to an Italian restaurant that' s not only still in business after more than Jan. 10. This exhibition requires tickets; advanced
75 years but also still in the same family, you expect a good meal. And you' ll purchase suggested for peak times. Adults$ 14
get it. The food comes quickly and lasts long. Order a bowl of pasta, and you' ll weekdays) or$ 16( weekends); students and seniors
likely be able to take home halfyour high-heaped helping, adding extra value 12; children ages 6- 12$ 8. " iAfrica: Connecting
to the$ 8410 cost of most meals, the complimentary garlic bread and the free with Sub- Saharan Art"—through April 14. This
parking behind the restaurant.     exhibition is free. For information on both exhibi-
The Chicken Fettuccine Alfredo doesn't disappoint— it's thick and creamy tions, see www.artsmia.org. Professor Sarah Henrich
yet not so much that you fear you've cement-shoed your stomach or circula-  is a docent at the MIA and a great source of informa-
tory system. The Mostaccioli Salerno complements DeGidio's fresh tomato tion about the current exhibits.
sauce with sliced chicken, bell peppers and mushrooms that are altogether Minnesota Orchestra events: Handel' s Messiah—
just spicy enough. Yet the spaghetti, touted as one of DeGidio's specialties, is Dec. 10, Cathedral ofSt. Paul; Dec. 11, Central
a bit bland; the meatball is nothing to cry" mamma mia" about. The Italian Lutheran Church; Dec. 13, Orchestra Hall. A Scan-
sausage in the Linguini Salsiccia is similarly un-spicy.    dinavian Christmas— Dec. 11, 12, 19— Orchestra
There's a lot to like about DeGidio's, particularly its no- nonsense wait staff Hall. Jingle Bell Doc— Doc Severinsen— Dec. 19&
and self-seating.( And we never got beyond the dining room; the business also 20— Orchestra Hall. George Winston— Dec. 20—
boasts a banquet room, as well as catering.) It's definitely worth a visit. But Orchestra Hall. See www.minnesotaorchestra.org.
you might not be blown away. We weren't. Then again, if our review gets out
and if that disclaimer wasn't accurate, we might be.    Folkways of the Holidays—The Landing, 2187 High-
way 101 E., Shakopee
Up next: La Cucaracha Mexican Restaurant, 36 Dale St. S., St. Paul.     Vocalessence—" Welcome Christmas" Dec. 11, 12,
Hosted by Karoline Lewis. Keep an eye on Inside Luther for the date 13, various locations. See www.vocalessence.organd time.
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Table Talk
New theological section coming to Augsburg
The Concord asks...    Fortress and the Luther Seminary Bookstore
What don' t you know?
Lots of thins. 'the longer I
liuc the more [ know 1 don' t
know.r E.
Jxrrr Beyce proitus
ofNTostamont
3W F
I don' t know how to explain
the Trinity really well."
Don Short, M.Div. senior
Z5 I here approuai next week— 1 c' rG.
wish 1 knew what was going
to happen"
Ctmezie Okaartu,  f,Divr senior
Come and see our great
selection of books in this
new and ever-expanding section. Featured
That book is really big." authors include Joel Osteen, Joyce Meyers,
Nina Joy, M.A. senior Beth Moore and many others. Let me know
your favorite prosperity book to be sure that
I don' t miss putting it in this section. However,
just remember, if your selection does not sell
twice a week, you will be accessed a prosperity
fee. ( Remember, this is our prosperity we' re
I don' t know which carne talking about here!)
first—the chicken orthe egg,".
Sarah t angas, M.D'  junior Walk through the store past sections such as" sin
and evil" or" stewardship" as you make your way
3 to this new section. But please be sure to visit
our cash register to help us prosper not only in
theology but also in cash, check or credit card.
Remember that we always try to proclaim theWhy this had to happen good\  good new$ of Jesus Christ in all we do.a<
to me.,,
Chair x '   
L1
INN=      Prosperity Theology Section Manager
P. S. Christmas is comingT For that hard-to- buy-for person, consider
gift certificates or indulgences. Available in your choice of$ 10,$ 20,
50 or$ 100 values.
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